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1.Introduction 

It was Zadeh [17] who began the fuzzification of algebraic structures 

by introducing fuzzy sets. Rosenfeld [6] used this idea to define fuzzy 
groupoids and fuzzy groups. Liu [2-3] defined and studied fuzzy ideals 

in groups and rings. Some work done in this area by the authors are 

reported in [7-16]. The notion of local fuzzy ideals, fuzzy prime ideals and 

fuzzy primary ideals have been introduced and extensively studied in [5]. 

In this paper, we study the algebra of local fuzzy ideals. We also 

introduce a special class of fuzzy ideals called P- fuzzy ideals where P issa 

prime ideal of a commutative ring and study the nature of a local P-fuzzy 

ideal in a Dedekind domain. 

2. Preliminaries 

Throughout this paper, R denotes a commutative ring with unit 

element, unless otherwise stated. Algebraic terms and notations used 

here are either standard or as in [1], [4] and [18]. Given a universal set X, 

a function uX [0, 1] is called a fuzzy subset of X. For a fuzzy subset 

of R and t E [0,1) the set = (x E R : Ho) 2 t} is called the level set of u 

corresponding to t. It may be recalled that a fuzzy subset u of R is 

called a fuzry ldeal|2) of R if () 4 (x+y) 2 ux) a (V). (i) ul-x) = ub) 
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and (ii) (xy) 2 u{x) V H(y) for all x, y e R. Here A and V denote the may max 
(or sup) and min (or inf) operators respectively. We denote the set{xe 
R: u)=u(0)} by u. and the set (x ER: u{x)> u(1) } by us. 

2.1. Definition[5]. A fuzzy ideal u of R is said to be a local fuzzy ideal if { x 

ER:u(x) = u(1) } = set of all units of R. 

2.2. Proposition. A fuzzy ideal u of R is a local fuzzy ideal if and only if 
Hx) = u(1)x is a unit of R. 

Proof. Since u is a fuzzy ideal u(x) 2 H(1), V x E R. Let x be a unit of R. 
Then there exists y E R such that xy 1. u(1) = u(xy) 2 u{x). It follows 
that u(x) = p(1). Therefore u is a local fuzzy ideal if u{x) = u(1) x is aa 

unit of R. 

2.3. Theorem [5]. Let u be a non constant fuzzy ideal of R. Then is local 
is the unique maximal ideal of R. 

2.4. Theorem [5]. A ring R is localR has a local fuzzy ideal. 

2.5. Example. The ring Zg = {0, 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 } under addition and 

multiplication modulo 9 is local and (3) = {0, 3, 6} is the unique maxima ideal. The fuzzy ideal defined by (0) 1, (3) - (0)%, Zg-3) is a local fuzzy ideal as u (3). 

2.6. Example. If every element of a ring is either a nilpotent or a u then the set of all non units is the set of all nilpotent elements. The fuz4 
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ideal which assumes 1 at the nilpotent elements and 0 at unit elements is 

a local fuzzy ideal. MR 

In the ring Z9, the elements 0, 3, 6 are nilpotent elements while 

the elements 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are unit elements. Therefore the fuzzy ideal 

defined by be 

0, 3,61; 1,2, 4, 5, 7,80 lestys eol 
is a local fuzzy ideal 

2.7. Proposition. Suppose i and 42 are local fuzzy ideals of R, then an 

4 is also a local fuzzy ideal of R. 

Proof. Suppose (41 H2(x) = (41 n 42)(1). Then lx)A Hzlx) = u1 (1) A 

Ha(1). If lx)A Hzlx) = Hilx) and pil(1)A Ha(1) = Hil1), then since H is a local 

fuzzy ideal, x is a unit of R. The same holds if Hilx)A pzx) = patx) and 

al1)A He(1) = ual1). If ualx)A ualx)= Hzlx) and ua(1}A pa(1) = Hhl1), then 

Hzx)= uil1) s ual1). But Hzlx) 2 H2(1). Hzlx) = Ha(1) so that x is a unit. 

The same holds if ualx)A Hzlx) = Hulx) and ul1}A ua(1) = pa(1). Thus (u 
Ha) is a local fuzzy ideal 

2.8. Remark. The above proposition is not true in the case of infinite 

intersection. 
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2.9. Example. Let R be a local Ring with unique maximal ideal M. Let t,i 

uy EN, be defined by M 1/, R M0. Then each is a local fr. 

ideal, however n = {0} is not a local fuzzy ideal. 

2.10. Theorem. Let R be a local ring with unique maximal ideal 
M. 

Suppose p and v are local fuzzy ideals of R and (1) * v(1). Then uvisa 

local fuzzy ideal of R. 

Proof. We have (u v)x) = V{ H(lv) A v{zi):x = y1z1t Yn~a 

In order to prove that uv is a local fuzzy ideal, it suffices to prove that 

v(x) = {1) for all x M and u vx)> u v(1) for all x E M. Suppose x 

M. Let 

X=y1Z1t...+YnZn» (1) 

Then yz E M for some j. Since M is an ideal, yj £ M and z, E M. Since 

and v are local, H{y) = u(1) (1) A v(1). (uv)tx) s (uv)(1). But (uv)) 2 
(uv)(1) as 4v is a fuzzy ideal. (uv)(x) = (uv)(1) and that (uv)(1) = H{)A 

v(1). 

Suppose x E M, Let v(1)> p(1). We have x = x.1 and u(x)> H{1) 35 

is local. Now Hx)A v(1) > p(1) = u(1) A v(1) (uv)(x) 2 H{X) A V 
(1) A v(1)= (uv)(1). (uv)(x) > (uv)(1) if v(1)> u(1). On the other hand, 
H(1)v(1), then since vlx) > v(1) as v is local, u(1)A vx)> v(1) = H( 
v1). (uv)(x) 2 H{1) A vlx) > u(1) A v(1) = (uv)(1). Thus in either 

ase 

(uv)x)> (uv)(1). uv is a local fuzzy ideal. 
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2.11. Remark. The conclusion in the above theorem does not hold if we 

delete the condition u(1) # v(1). 

2.12. Example. Let u and v be fuzzy ideals on Zg defined by 

0,3,61; 1,2,4,5,7,8 %. 

01; 3,6 A; 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 % V: 

Then both u and v are local fuzzy ideals. We prove that uv is not local. 

Consider an arbitrary representation of 3 in the form 3 = y1Z1t + Ynzn. 

If yz E M Vi, then yi M and z, E M Vi. u(y) = u(1) and v{zi) = v{1). 

Hence ly) A v{zi) = H(1) A v{1). 

y) A v{z) = u(1) Av{1). 

On the other hand, if yz E M for some j, then either yz= 3 or yz = 6. In 

either case one among yj and z; not belong M. H(y) = u(1) or v{z) = v(1). 

Hence (y,) A v{z) = % A vlz) = % since v(x) 2 % Vx¬ Zg. i: u(Y) A vlz))= 
H(1) = v(1) = u(1) A v(1). 

(Y) A v(zi) = H{1) A v(1). 

It follows that (uv)(3) = V{ H(v) A vla):3 = yizi Yn)=ut1) A 

v(1) = (uv)(1). Since 3 E M, we can conclude that uv is not a local fuzzy 

ideal. 
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M. If 2.13. Theorem. Let R be a local ring with unique maximal ideall A 

uzzy and v are local fuzzy ideals of R and u(0) = v{0), then u+vis a local f. 

ideal of R. 

st 
Proof. Since and v are fuzy ideals and + V is a fuzzy ideal. We firee 

prove that (u +v)(1) = u(1) V v{1). We have (H +v)(1) = V {P(y) A v{z):1 =v 

+ }. Since 1 = 1+0, it follows that (u +v)(1) 2 H(1) A v(0) = H(1) A H{O)= 

H(1). i.e., (u +v)(1) 2 u(1). Similarly since 1 = 0+ 1, (u +v)(1) 2 u(0) A vi1)2 

v{0) A v(1) = v{1). i.e., (u +v)(1) 2 v(1). Thus 

(Hv)(1}2u(1)vv{1). A) 

Now we prove that (u +v)(1) s u(1) V v(1). 

Cose (i): (1) 2 v{1). 

If A(1) 2 v(1), then u(1) V v{1) = H(1). Consider any two elements y and z 

in R. Let () A v{z) > u{1). Then u(y) > u(1) and vz)> u{1) 2 vl1). Since 

and v are local fuzzy ideals, it follows that y E M and z E M. Hence if y orz 

not in M, then u(y) A v{z) S H(1). Let 1 = y + z. Then y or z not in M, for 

otherwise, M would not be maximal. Therefore u(y) A v{z) s p(1). Hence 

v {uty) A vl2): 1 = y+z }s u(1) = u(1) v v{1). i.e., (H +v)(1) S H(1) V v{1). 

Cose (i): v1) 2 p(1). 

If v(1) 2 H(1), then as in case (i), we can prove that if 1 = y+z, then HY 

vlz) s v1). 

v {uty) A v{z): 1= y+z} sv{1) = 4(1) v v{1). i.e., (H +v)(1) S H{1) V va 
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Thus in either case 

(u+v)(1)su(1)vw(1). (B) 

From (A) and (B) we can conclude that (u +v)(1) = u(1) V v{(1). 

In order to prove that (u +v) is a local fuzzy ideal, we have to 

prove that (u +v)0x) > (u +v}(1) for x E M and (u +v)(1) = (u +v)(1) for x 

M. Let x E M. If v{1) 2 u(1). Then u(1) V v(1)= v(1). Since v is local, u(0) = 

v[o) 2 vx)> v{1) hence u(0) A vex) = vix)> v(1) = H(1) v v(1). Since x =x* 

0, it follows that V{ uty) A vle) :x=y* z}> u(1) V v{1). On the other hand, 
if (1) 2 v(1), then since u is local, v(0) = u{0) 2 ulx) > u(1). Hence 

H)Avo)= H)> u(1) = u{1) v v(1). Since x =x + 0, it follows that v{ Hty) A 

vlz):x=y + z}>u(1) V v(1). Thus we have (u +v)x)> (u +v)(1). Let x E M. 

Since u and v are local, u(x) = u(1) and vbx) = v(1). If x=y+z, then either y 
EM or z ¬ M. Let y E M. Then Hly) = u(1). : uy) A vlz) = H(1) A vtz). Now 

H(1) V V1) 2 H(1) 2 H(1) A vlz) = uly) A vlz). ie., u{y) A vizls H{1) V vi1). 

Similarly, if zE M, then also HlY) A v{z) s H(1) V v{1). Thus uly) A vle) s 

u(1) V v(1) for all x = y + z. Also x =x* 0 and H(x) A v(0) = H{1) A P{0) = 

H(1). At the same time x 0 + x and u(0) A v{x) = v{0) A v{1) = v(1). It 

follows that 

V Hly) A vlz) :x = y+ z} = u(1) V v(1). 
ie., (u +v)(x) = (u +w){1). This proves that u+v is a local fuzzy ideal 

2.14. Remark. The above theorem fails if we delete the condition u(0) 
v(0) 
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dition and 2.15. Example. In the ring Zg = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) under addition a 

multiplication modulo 9, the following fuzzy ideals are local. 

0,3,6 0.4; 1,2,4, 5,7,80.3. 
V:00.8; 3,60.7; 1,2, 4, 5, 7,80.5. 

Here u(0) # v{0). u+ v is the constant fuzzy ideal 

0, 1, 2,3, 4, 5, 6, 7,80.4. 
It is not a local fuzzy ideal 

2.16. Example. In the above example if we take u(0) = 0.8, then H{0) = 

v{0) and the corresponding fuzzy ideal u+ v is defined by 

00.8; 3,60.7; 1,2,4, 5, 7, 80.5 

That is +v= v, hence +v is a local fuzzy ideal. 

2.17. Theorem. Let R be a local ring having the unique maximal ideal M 

and u be a local fuzzy ideal of R. Ifl is any ideal of R, then the fuzzy ideale 
of R/I defined by 

Elx+) = VM utx+ y): y¬l}is a local fuzzy ideal of R/. 

Proof. Since R is a local ring with unique maximal ideal M, R/I is a ocal 
ring with unique maximal ideal M/1. To prove that e is a local fuzzy deal 

we need to prove that if x + IE M/1, then elx+ )> e(1+ ) and it x* 
+1 
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M/1, then e(x + |) = e{1+ 1). Let x +IE M/1. Then x EM. H{x)> u(1). Since 

Mis the only maximal ideal of R ana every ideal is contained in a maximal 

ideal,Ie M. yEl=yE M, hence x +yE M. : utx + y) > u(1). Hence V{ 

Hx +y):y EI}>H(1). Again, e(1+ 1) = Vi H(1+ y): y¬ I}. Since 1¬M, for 
yEL,1+y E M. p(1+y) = u(1). Hence e(1+ 1) = u(1). It follows that elx+ 

)> E(1+1). Let x + I E M/l. Then x E M. If y E 1, theny EM, hencex+yE 

M. Hx+y) = H(1). : elx + 1) = V{ u{x + y):y ¬l} = ul1). ie., etx + 1) = e(1 

+1). Thus u is a local fuzzy ideal of R/. 

2.18. Theorem. Let R and S be local rings and u a local fuzzy ideal of R. Iff 

RSis a homomorphism of R onto S, f(u) is a local fuzzy ideal of S. 

Proof. Let M be the unique maximal ideal of R. Then f{M) is the unique 

maximal ideal of S. Since u is a local fuzzy ideal of R, H(x)> u(1) forx EM 

and Hx)= H(1) for x £ M. Suppose fix) = 1. Then x £ M, for, otherwise 1E 

f(M) which is not possible since f(M) is maximal. Hx) = H(1),hence f(u) 

(1) = V{u(x): fx) = 1}=H(1). 

Let y E f(M). Then y = flxo) for some xo E M. f(H) (y) = V{u{«): f{x) 

y}2 uxo)> u(1) = f(u)(1). i.e., f(u)(y)> f(u)(1). 

Let y f(M). If y = f{x), then x E M so that H(x) = u(1). f((y) = 

V{ux) fx) = y} = u(1) = f(u(1). i.e., f(u)(y) = f(u)(1). Thus f(u) is a local 

fuzzy ideal of S. 
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R on 
2.19.Theorem. Let R and S be local rings and f be an isomorphism nsn 

to S. If v is a local fuzzy ideal of S, then f"(y) is a local fuzzy ideal of R 

Proof. Let M and M' be the unique maximal ideals of R and S espectively. 
Since fis on to, f{M) = M'. Let x E M. Then f (vx) = v{fx)) > v(1), since 

fx) E f(M) = M' and v is local. Also f(v)(1) = v(f{1)). Since f is one to e 

and f1) 1eM', v{f(1)) =v(1). :f v)x)> F*(»(1). Let x t M. Then f) 

f{M)= M'. v{ft:)) = v{1) = v{f(1). : fvx) = v{féx) = v{f{1)) = F'v1). 

fv) is a local fuzzy ideal of R. 

3.P-Fuzzy ideals 

Recall that if P is a prime ideal of R, and S R- P, then the ring of 

quotients sRis called the localization of R at P denoted by Rp 

3.1. Proposition. Let R be a ring and P be a prime ideal of R. Let Rp be 

the localization of R at P. If is a fuzzy ideal of R, then the following 

conditions are equivalent: 

) r/s r/s2 ¬ Rp and ri/s = r/s2 H{ri) = u(ra). 

(ii) rERand s E R-PH{rs) = u{r) 

Proof. Assume condition (i). Let r ER andsER-P = S. Consider any SE 

Then r/s1 E Rp and r/s1= rs/s1s. By hypothesis, u{rs) = H(r). Convene y 

1 assume condition (i). Let ri/s1, rz/s2 ¬ Rp. If ri/s1 = ra/s2, then ris2 
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Therefore (152) = u(ras1). By condition (i), this implies ulri) = u{ra). 

Thus conditions (i) and (i) are equivalent. 

3.2. Definition. Let R be a ring and P be a prime ideal of R. Then a fuzzy 

ideal of R is said to be a P-fuzzy ideal if it satisfies any of the above 

two conditions. 

3.3. Example. Consider the ring of integers Z. The ideal P = (2) is a prime 

ideal of Z. Let u be defined by 

(8)1,(4)-(8)%, (2)-(4) %, Z-(2)%. 

Then is a fuzzy ideal on Z. Clearly u{rs) = u(r) for all r E Z and s E Z-(2). 

Therefore u is a P-fuzzy ideal of Z. 

3.4. Example. In the ring of integers Z, consider the prime ideal P = (5). 

The fuzzy ideal u defined by 

(10)a, (5)-(10)a Z-(5)a3 where 12 a> az >a320 

is not a P-fuzzy ideal because 2 EZ-(5), but u(10) = H(5.2) = a2 a 

H5). do 

3.5. Proposition. Let R be a ring and P be a prime ideal of R. If u is a P 

fuzzy ideal of R, then every level set of u not equal to R is a subset of P. 
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x Proof. Let be a level set of u and R. Let xE H. If x eP. than 

R-P S Since R, we can choose y ER but y E H. u(y) < t. . Since 

is a P-fuzzy ideal and xE S, H(xy) = H{Y). * pxy) < t, hence xy a. 

But is an ideal and x E H, therefore xy E Ht. This is a contradictice 

Hence x eP. Thus every level set not equal to R is a subset of P. 

4. P-Fuzzy ideals and Local fuzzy ideals of Dedekind domains 

Recall that an integral domain R is a Dedekind domain if R satisfies any of 

the following equivalent conditions: 

() IfA and B are any two ideals of R, then ASB A/B 

(i) R is Noetherian, integrally closed and every prime ideal of Ris 

maximal. 

(ii) R is Noetherian and Rp is a discrete valuation ring for all prime 

ideals P of R. 

4.1. Proposition[4 ]. If R is a Dedekind domain, then every primary ice 

of R is a power of a prime ideal. 

4.2. Proposition. Let R be a Dedekind domain and P be a prime ideal or 
fR 

Then is a P-fuzzy ideal of R, if and only if every non-zero level set of 

of the form P for some non-negative integer r. 
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Proof. Let be a level set of . If = R, then ue P. Suppose e SR. 
Then by proposition 3.7, HSP. Let be a proper subset of P. Since R 

is a Dedekind domain, H = CP for some ideal C. We prove that CSP. If 

not, there exists x E C but x P. But then x ER-P S. Let y E P. Then xy 

ECP H u(xy) 2 t. Since u is a P- fuzzy ideal u(xy) = uly) 2 t, hence y 

E HPS. This is a contradiction since is a proper subset of P, C 

SP. 

Again, since R is a Dedekind domain, C = CP for some ideal C 

Now H CGP. If C P, then there exist z eC but z ¢ P. But thenzE 

S. Let u E P?. Then zu E CP = H Hlzu) at. Since u is a P-fuzzy ideal, 

H(zu) H(u) 2 t, hence u E ptP Since SP, PS P. It 

follows that A= P?. On the other hand, if C P, then Ca CP. But 

then C2P. Again if C2 P then as proved above, we get H = P. Let 

P be the highest power of P contained in . Then = UP where UGP. 

As proved above, we get = P. Thus every level set of u is a power of P. 

Conversely suppose that every non-zero level set of u is a power of 

P. Since R is a Dedekind domain, every prime ideal of R is maximal. Let 0 

rER and s E S. Suppose rs E P We prove that r E P Assume the 

contrary that r ¢ P, but r E P'. Then r E P*"-P. Since P maximal and s 

E P, we have R P+ (s). 1=a-xs where a EP and x ER. a-1 xs, 

hence 

(1) ar-r= xrs 
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ar-
Since a EP and r E P', ar E P Now ar-rE P* -p* for it 

E pk1 then ar r=y¬P", but thenr =ar -y E pk which 
not 

But 
possible. Thus ar r e P P Therefore From(1), xrs E p* -pr 

since rs E P, xrs E Pi, This is a contradiction. Hence re pk1 Thus rs e 
p rE P1, Butr E P rs E P*1, Thus rs E pk*1rE phi 

Consider OP. Let rs P. Then rs EP for some i. Let j be the 
lowest power such that rs P. Then rs E P P. But then r E p1-p 
Since the level sets of u are all powers of P, it follows that u(rs) = u(r). On 

the other hand, if rs EP, then since R is Noetherian, rs = 0. But then r= 

0, since s #0. u(rs) = u(r). Thus u is a P- fuzzy ideal. 

4.3. Theorem. Let R be a Dedekind domain. If R possesses a local P- fuzzy 
ideal u for some prime ideal P, then R is a local ring with unique maxima 
ideal P and every level set of u is a power of P. 

Proof. Suppose R possesses a local P- fuzzy idealu. Then we have 

P. 
) (rs) = u(r) Vr¬Rand s ES = R-P. 

(i) ur) = u(1)ris a unit of R. 

By Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4, R is a local ring and the set of non 
its 

M = P. Let x E M. Then 

x is a non unit. By (i), u{x) > u(1). If x E P, then x ES = R-P. By co 

Mis the unique maximal ideal of R. We prove that M P. Let x E 
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(i), Hx) = u(1.x) = u{1) which is not possible. x E P. Hence M SP. Since 

M is maximal it follows that M = P. Finally, since R is a Dedekind domain, 

by proposition 4.2, every level set of u is a power of P. 
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